
GUIDE TO THE DICTIONARY 

The English–Hungarian Financial Dictionary is structured differently from the traditional dictionaries of 
Akadémiai Kiadó designed for non-specialist users. When compiling the volume, we considered ease of use and 
an arrangement allowing quick and accurate search as top priorities. 

 
Standing out from the body of the entries, the headwords are printed in bold. Each headword is followed by its 

equivalent, i.e. its meaning.   
gap deficit; hiány; rés  
 
For the sake of simplicity, we generally avoided the etymological arrangement style, supplying homonymous 

and identically-starting headwords in separate entries. 
 
The part of speech associated with the headwords is only indicated in the case of homonyms, i.e. words with 

identical spelling but different meanings/parts of speech. 
gross up v bruttósít 
gross up n kompenzáció (kötvénykibocsátásnál a forrásadó és más illetékek ellensúlyozására) 
 
Certain equivalents are supplied with explanations or comments, which follow the equivalents in brackets. 
bond underwriting kötvényjegyzés (garanciával) 
 
References are uniformly indicated by a right-pointing arrow.  

true inflation → absolute inflation 
 
Following a headword that is referred to in another entry, preceding its equivalent, we also provide the 

word(s) from which the reference is made. 
absolute inflation; true inflation abszolút infláció 
 
This is important because, as a consequence of arranging homonyms into separate entries, the referred-to 

headword may be followed and/or preceded by one or more homonyms. In this case the reference is obviously 
made to the headword that is followed by the word or phrase we are looking for. Therefore, the meaning of the 
phrase misuse of power can be found under the headword abuse, more specifically in the first entry with 
this headword. 

misuse of power → abuse 
 
abuse n; misuse of power hatalommal való visszaélés 

abuse v visszaél 
 
The italicised and bracketed abbreviations after the headwords are labels indicating the scope of use of the 

words. In some cases, a lexical unit is followed by more than one label. The labels and abbreviations are listed 
in the Index of abbreviations and labels. 

 
Besides the English–Hungarian part, the dictionary contains a Hungarian–English index as well, allowing 

searches in the other direction. The Hungarian–English part is essentially based on a headword–equivalent 
structure, without labels or word class indications. In certain cases the equivalents are supplied with comments, 
which are placed before the equivalent in square brackets. 

érvényes → [vkire, vmire] apply to; not yet expired; valid; [vmeddig] valid until 


